Lattice conditional independence (LCI) models introduced by Andersson and Perlman [3] have pleasant feature of admitting explicit maximum likelihood estimators and likelihood ratio test statistics. This is because the likelihood function and parameter space for a LCI model can be factored into products of conditional likelihood functions and parameter spaces, where the standard multivariate techniques can be applied. In this paper we consider the problem of estimating the covariance matrices under LCI restriction in a decision theoretic set-up. The Stein loss function is used in this study and, using the factorization mentioned above, minimax estimators are obtained. Since the maximum likelihood estimator has constant risk and is different from minimax estimator, this shows that the maximum likelihood estimator under LCI restriction is inadmissible. These results extend those obtained by James and Stein [13] and Dey and Srinivasan [8J for estimating normal . covariance matrices to the LCI models.
INTRODUCTION
To define the lattice conditional independence (LCI) model, for the finite set I = {I, 2, ... ,p}, let K be a distributive lattice on I, i.e., a ring of subsets of the finite set I, which is closed under union and intersection and includes the empty set. Following an approach due to [3] , we define the LCI model 
Here XL is the coordinate projection of z E R 1 
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the set of all positive definite I x I matrices such that (1) is satisfied and X ' " N(O, 2:). Andersson and Perlman [3] have introduced the LGI models and extensively investigated the properties of these models while Andersson and Perlman [5] treated the problem of testing a LCI model v.s. a larger LCI model. Later Andersson, Madigan, Perlman and Triggs [6] proved that the LCI models coincide with a subclass of the class of graphical Markov models determined by acyclic digraph, i.e., the subclass of transitive acyclic digraph. More recently Perlman and Wu [19] considered the LCI models for contingency tables. In this paper, based on i.i.d. observations XI, X2, . . . , X n from the LCI model N(K), we consider the estimation problem of 2: in PI(K) in a decision theoretic way. We employ the Stein loss function L(t,2:) = tr (t2:-1 ) -log det(t2:-
and evaluate the performance 'of an estimator by using the risk function
R(t, 2:) = E[L(t,2:)]
, where the expectation is taken with respect to the joint distribution of (Xl, X2, .'" xnJ. This loss function has been suggested and considered in the literature by [8, 13, 12, 18] and among others.
This paper is organized in the following: In Section 2, we give basic notation and lemmas which are useful for decomposing the original estimation problem into the sum of simple conditional estimation problems. In Section 3, we obtain a best equivariant estimator under the group of transformation which acts transitively on the parameter space P [(JC), by minimizing the Bayes risk where the prior is the right invariant measure on transformation .group. From this and the Hunt-Stein theorem, it follows that the estimator obtained in this way is minimax. Since the maximum likelihood estimator is invariant under the group of transformation considered above and it is different from a best equivariant estimator, the maximum likelihood estimator is inadmissible. Furthermore, we obtain estimators which is better than the minimax estimator with constant risk, using well-known unbiased risk estimate technique. In Section 4, we consider two simple LeI models N(O, I;) with I; = «7ij) and I;-1 = «7i 
PRELIMINARIES: NOTATION AND LEMMAS
In this section, we explain some mathematical notation and present some lemmas which describe the structure of P I(JC) and are useful for decomposing the estimation problem on P [(JC) into sum of simple estimation problems.
Notation.
Let JC be a ring of subsets of I such that </>, I E JC and, 
(JC» is bijective and commutes with the action of GT](K) on P](K) and on
where .:
where vlGT(KJ (dT[K]) is the left invariant measure on the group of
I[K] Ix I[K] I lower triangular matrices. Proof. Let Y = GT where G E GT[(K) and T· E GT[(K). For K E J(K), the Jacobian of transformation from T[K} to Y[K} is given by (det G[K
))I(K}I and the Jacobian of transformation from T[K) to y[Kj is given by v~T(KJ(dT[K]). Since T in GT[(K) is determined by ((T[KJ, T[K})IK E J(K)),
we can obtain the desired result. [3] showed that the maximurn likelihood estimator Eml e of E in PICK) uniquely exists a.e. S if and only if
In this case it is determined from the usual formulas for regression estimators: (10] . To this end, define 
Proof. As a Bayes procedure produces a best equivariant estimator if we use a right invariant measure on GT[(K) as a prior distribution ( see (10] , Theorem 6.5], a best equivariant estimator is found by 
We first minimize bet, S) with respect to L;[K~(i). Since~e second term inside the first large curly bracket in (8) is quadratic in L;[K)L;{k) and, given
)(S[K)S(i)+ llliJll[K»)S(K)(" ·f}]dll[K) I tr {ll~ll[K)(S[K)S(i)+ llliJll[K»)f;(K)(" ·f} x exp [-~tr {ll~ll[K)(S[K)S(i) llliJll[K} )S(K)(...f}]dll[K) = (detS(K»)I[KlI/2I[K]1 tr (t(K)S(i)). (9)
Here we have for all J{ E .1(K), -
L;[K}L;{k) = S[K}S(i).
From this and using Lemma 2.4(ii), we have from which it follows that
2::{I[K]I.tr (t(K)S(R\)IK E .J(K)}

= 2:: 2::{I[K]I tr (t[LJ.SiL).)IL~(K); L, K
The last equality follows from exchanging L with K. Combining (10) with (9), the left hand side of (8) is bounded below by
bet, S) 2: (det S(K») I[KJI/2 J2::{tr (t[K].~&l~[K])
+(2:: I[LlIlL E M(I<)) tr (t[K].S[i1.) -log det(t[K].~&l~[KJ)IKE .J(K)} x II {(det~[K]t-HK)lexp[-~tr (S[K].~&l~[K])]v~T[K](d~[K])},(n)
KE.7(1C)
where M(K) is given by (5 
where
D{KJ is I[K]! x I[K]I diagonal matrix whose diagonal element is given by (7) and k(T), k'(T) are function of T which is irrelevant to minimization
we consider now. Since the left hand side of (12) --- 
E{K)E(l) = S(K)S(i),
(15)
Now use Lemma 2.7 and Lemma 2.4(ii) to see that (14) and (15) . It follows immediately from Lemma 2.7 and straightforward calculation. 0 Remark 1. It is easily seen from (15) and (17) (19) Using (3) and exchanging K with L, we can see that
I:{E[ tr (T[K}D(K}T[k})JIK E :J(Je)} , I:{I[KJI tr D(K)IK
from which it follows that From this and Jensen's inequality, we have
which shows that the risk difference (19) is non-positive. We can see that the risk difference between t m and t 1 is given by
Similarly, noting that
and using Jensen's inequality, we can see that the risk difference (20) 
L[K~(i}
Next use Lemma 2.7 to get that
Now apply Stein-identity [ see [12, 22J for this] to get 
in (21) . Then the estimator t~reconstructed from the equations (22) and (23) is better than t m J so it is minimax.
Proof. From Theorem 3.5, we can proceed in much the same way as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 in [8] .
0 Remark 2. Once we established unbiased risk estimate for a class of estimators t~, we can obtain modification of the estimators given by Theorem 3.6 in the same line as [8, 21, 20] 4. EXAMPLES In this section, we give two simple examples of the LCI models and demonstrate minimax estimators. As it is shown in [2, 4] , the LCI models are suited to allow explicit likelihood analysis for non-monotone data pattern. It is interesting to extend the result such as [9, 15, 16] ( which deal with the problem of estimating covariance matrix when missing data pattern is the simplest case ) to the LCI models when missing data pattern is non-monotone.
Recently Massam and Neher [17] generalized the major result in [3] to the setting of symmetric cone while Andersson and Madsen [1] considered the class of multivariate normal models with covariance structure determined by both group symmetry and LCI restriction. It is worthy of studying decisiontheoretic properties of estimating covariance matrix for these models.
